Get inspired with

granite pavers

Granite Pavers
One of the most elegant natural stones for residential and commercial paving applications is
granite. In fact, the durability and versatility of the granite make it the contractors’ primary
choice for landscaping. One of the best properties of granite is its permanence. You will find
this natural stone in multiple ancient monuments and structures. Many buildings featuring the
granite pavers have stood the test of the time. The world’s oldest and popular buildings are
made of granite pavers. You will spot the granite pavers in the Egyptian, Greek, and Roman
architecture.

Add to its qualities the easy maintenance. You only need to give the granite pavers a wipe to
clean its surface. Another specialty of granite is that it doesn’t lose its color and shine for many
years. The granite pavers look the same even after years of heavy use. Even if you expose these
pavers to extreme temperatures and heavy traffic, rest assured that they will not lose their
elegance. It wouldn’t be wrong to say that the landscape made of granite has the potential to
remain intact for good. All it needs is the basic maintenance and regular sealing.
Granite in Different Colors and Types
The material is available in different types. You could choose regular or irregular granite pavers.
It all comes down to your specific requirements and the landscape. If you would like to achieve
a sleek and sophisticated design, then tumbled granite pavers will make a perfect choice. If you
want to lay these pavers on the pool deck and patio, then you must consider the lighter shades.
That’s because dark hues absorb heat. Granite tiles featuring dark tones can get hot to touch.
So, consider the dark palettes if you are installing these pavers in your exteriors.
You will find granite in pink, green, gray, blue, silver, black, crimson, white, yellow, and other
hues. It is available in both dark and light tones. Besides that, the material is sold in multiple
finishes that are designed to fit different landscapes. You get to choose from honed, polished,
tumbled, and natural granite pavers. Half-course square granite pavers look awesome in your
exteriors. You can also choose granite cobblestones to give a natural and organic feel to your
home.
Use Granite Pavers to Enhance your Landscape
Granite happens to be one of the royal natural stones that can boost the curb appeal of your
home. You can lay granite pavers in different patterns to create your desired aesthetics. The
most common option is the square-edged granite pavers that are used for a uniform paving
pattern. You can also create a geometric pattern with granite pavers.
Mostly, homeowners choose the large blocks of granite for interior flooring, while small slabs of
this natural stone can be used to design the exterior. The infinite variety of colors, shapes,
textures, and sizes make granite an ideal choice for residential and commercial applications. It
gives you a great opportunity to customize your space. The original granite tiles can help you
design a luxurious and elegant landscape.

Granite Outdoor Pavers
Nowadays, the entertainment areas and landscape have become quite trending in the
residential properties. People install swimming pools in the decks to enhance the curb appeal of
their property. The reasons why granite is popular in the outdoor and indoor areas are its
durability, versatility, hard-wearing nature, and elegant look.
This natural stone has the ability to resist even the harshest weather elements. Granite pavers
last for years. They look brand-new even after years of frequent use. Below we have listed the
common places you could use granite pavers.
Walkways
Granite is available in a countless variety of color palettes. It also has multiple textures and
finishes that make it a good option for walkways. You can use split-face and honed granite tiles
to create a stunning walkway that combines your outdoor with the interiors. Granite stepping
stones are available in the Australian stone markets. You can use these stones to make your
garden look warm and inviting.
Walls
The applications of granite are no longer confined to the interior kitchen countertops and
bathrooms. In fact, more and more homeowners have started to consider granite wall cladding
tiles to decorate their façade walls and add drama to their living space. Granite wall cladding is
quite common around the fireplace, shower walls, and façade. It helps you create a stunning

outdoor landscape without breaking your budget. If you would like to keep the look minimal,
then honed granite tiles will make a decent option for your exterior walls.
For a dramatic look, combine different colors and shapes of granite tiles and design a mosaic
wall. Granite is available in different cuts and colors. You could choose dark tones for flooring
and light palettes for wall cladding. It will help create a perfect landscape. Whether you use this
stone for interior or exterior walls, it will boost the curb appeal of your home. Besides that, it
creates a focal point that draws the attention of your guests.
Patios
As long as you have installed the stones properly, granite patio pavers do not need a lot of
maintenance. You can add depth to your patio by combining different colors and shapes of
granite and assemble them on the ground in a crazy-paving pattern. Granite French pavers are
also quite popular in traditional-style homes. You can create a geometry pattern, which is quite
trending these days. You don’t necessarily have to mix and match the granite slabs. If you
would like to create a consistent pattern, then choose the same-sized granite pavers.
Pool Deck
Another application of granite pavers is the pool deck. If you have a swimming pool on the deck
or patio, then granite pavers can help you give a definition to space by creating a secure and
sharp edge around the pool. Not only is pool coping important for safety reasons, but it helps
improve the aesthetics of your space. The granite looks stunning on the pool decks. However,
the polished and tumbled granite are slippery. Make sure you choose the natural granite pavers
around the pool.

